
KQSimX
The Flight Simulator Experience

Simulator (KQSimX) Experience 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s)

1. What days can I do this?
The available slots, based on the time and day of the week, are on the booking engine. 
Click https://buk.app/simulator-experience to book a session that is convenient for you. Session date and time are subject to 
change at Kenya Airways discretion.

2.  How many people can participate in the simulator?
You may choose to undertake the experience exclusively or you may bring a guest along as an observer. KQSimX experience 
session/slot allows for a maximum of two (2) persons at a time in the simulator. 

3.  Do I need any flying experience?
No! Your session will be tailored to suit your level of knowledge and experience. Your instructor will brief you before your 
KQSimX session.

4.  Will I get to fly the simulator?
Yes! The KQSimX session is designed to give you complete hands-on flying experience.

5.  What type of aircraft will I be flying?
KQSimX sessions will principally be conducted in a Boeing 737-800NG simulator.

6. Does the simulator have any motion?
Yes! However, the motion will be limited to persons above the age of eighteen (18) years.

7. What is the minimum age?
The minimum age to fly the simulator is twelve (12) years old. Persons under eighteen (18) years of age must be accompanied 
by a responsible adult and must have consent from either their parent or legal guardian to participate. 
See KQSimX Consent Form. 

Children under the age of twelve (12) years will be allowed. However, there will be no motion in the simulator. 

8. Can I use a camera or videotape my experience?
No! The use of mobile phones, photo camera, video camera or similar recording equipment as well as tripods, lighting e.t.c is 
not permitted. You will receive a KQSimX experience commemorative photograph from our KQ representative.

9.  How do I book a KQSimX session?
To book your slot visit this link https://buk.app/simulator-experience. There is a provision to cancel and amend your booking 
slots. 

10. Can I reschedule a slot booking?
Yes! It will be subject to session availability. KQSimX Sessions may be rescheduled if notified by you at least forty-eight (48) 
hours before your confirmed appointment time/date. To reschedule, you may visit https://buk.app/simulator-experience or 
send an email to simx@kenya-airways.com.

11. Can I book a KQSimX experience for another person?
Yes! Provided you can confirm, undertake to have the authority to accept, accept the KQsimX Terms and Conditions on 
behalf of the participant and have the authority to act, on behalf of all participant, concerning the booking, you may book the 
slot.

12. How long will each KQSimX experience session last?
Each experience session in the simulator will last approximately thirty (30) minutes.
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13. What should I wear?
Wear casual, comfortable clothes – anything you’d wear on a normal day. For the ladies, we recommend that you wear a 
trouser and flat shoes. 

14. How long before my KQSimX session do I have to arrive?
All persons are required to arrive at the KQ Pride Center Facilities thirty (30) minutes before their KQSimX Session. This 
will allow for adequate security checks, temperature screening and pre-flight briefings. 

It is the responsibility of the participant to allow sufficient travel time to avoid any disappointments.

15. How do I get to the Kenya Airways Pride Centre facility?
The Kenya Airways Pride Center is located in Embakasi, off the North Airport road. See Address and Map

16. Do I need any documentation to access the Kenya Airways Pride Centre facility?
Yes! For persons above eighteen (18) years, a national ID or passport will be required. For minors, they must be accompanied 
by an adult.

17. What precautions have been taken for COVID-19?
All KQSimX participants and their guests will require to adhere to the following COVID-19 protocols
• Undergo a temperature screening 
• Wear a mask at all times whilst inside Kenya Airways Pride Centre Facility
• Maintain a social distance of 1.5 m between each other. 
• Handwash and Sanitize regularly. 

18. Will there be catering provided?
Yes! Light refreshments will be provided before your KQSimX session. No food or drink is permitted in the simulator or into 
the facility. We highly recommend that you do not have a heavy meal before the sessions. Intoxicated persons shall not be 
allowed on the simulator.

19. What airports can I fly to during the KQSimX Session?
Your instructor will offer a complete selection of airports based on the Kenya Airways Network. 

20. Are there any medical conditions that I should inform you about?
Yes! The KQSimX involves a degree of physical mobility and may not be suitable for some people. Participants must be in 
good health and free from heart, back or neck problems, motion sickness or other conditions that could be aggravated by the 
motion of the simulator. 

• Epilepsy - persons who have a history of epilepsy must advise Kenya Airways at the time of booking.
• Heart Condition/Stroke - persons who have a history of heart complaint/pacemakers must advise Kenya Airways at the time 

of booking.
• Expectant Mothers will not be allowed into the simulator. 

At the time of booking your KQSimX session, it is the responsibility of the participant, parent or guardian to advise Kenya 
Airways of any medical condition (s) that may affect your ability to undertake a KQSimX Session. Please check with us at time 
of booking if you have any concerns.

In case you have questions that have not been addressed by this FAQ, please feel free to let us know via email 
simx@kenya-airways.com. 

We look forward to welcoming you, onboard our B787-700G Simulator to have a once in a lifetime KQSimX Experience.
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